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We study the performance of Monte Carlo simulations that sample a broad histogram in energy by deter
mining the mean first-passage time to span the entire energy space of ^-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising/Potts 
models. We first show that flat-histogram Monte Carlo methods with single-spin flip updates such as the 
Wang-Landau algorithm or the multicanonical method perform suboptimally in comparison to an unbiased 
Markovian random walk in energy space. For the d= 1. 2. 3 Ising model, the mean first-passage time t  scales 
with the number of spins N=Ld as t ^ N 2U\ The exponent ~ is found to decrease as the dimensionality d is 
increased. In the mean-field limit of infinite dimensions we find that ~ vanishes up to logarithmic corrections.
We then demonstrate how the slowdown characterized by ~ > 0  for finite d  can be overcome by two comple
mentary approaches— cluster dynamics in connection with Wang-Landau sampling and the recently developed 
ensemble optimization technique. Both approaches are found to improve the random walk in energy space so 
that t ~s-N2 up to logarithmic corrections for the d=  1. 2 Ising model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Wang and Landau [1,2] introduced a Monte 
Carlo (MC) algorithm that simulates a biased random 
walk in energy space, systematically estimates the density of 
states g(E), and iteratively samples a flat histogram in en
ergy. The bias depends on the total energy E of a configura
tion and is defined by a statistical ensemble with weights 
w(/s) = 1 / g(E). The idea is that the probability distribution of 
the energy p(E) = w(E)g(E) will eventually become constant, 
producing a flat energy histogram. The algorithm has been 
successfully applied to a wide range of systems [3],

One measure of the performance of the Wang-Landau al
gorithm and other broad-histogram algorithms is the mean 
first-passage time r, which we define to be the number of 
MC steps per spin for the system to go from the configura
tion of lowest energy to the configuration of highest energy. 
In earlier work, this time has been called the tunneling time 
[4-6] or the round-trip time [7], The close connection of this 
time scale to sample the entire energy range to other time 
scales such as the autocorrelation times of measurements is 
discussed in Refs. [8-10], Because the number of possible 
energy values in the Ising model scales linearly with the 
number of spins N=Ld, where d  is the spatial dimension, we 
might expect from a simple random walk argument that 
ry-N2. However, it was recently shown that r  for flat- 
histogram algorithms scales as

t ~  N2L~, (1)

where the exponent z is a measure of the deviation of the 
random walk from unbiased Markovian behavior [6], In 
analogy to the dynamical critical exponent for canonical 
simulations, the exponent z quantifies the slowing down for

the simulated flat-histogram ensemble and the chosen local 
update dynamics [7], For the Ising model on a square lattice 
it was shown in Ref. [6] that 0.74.

In this paper, we determine the performance of the single
spin flip Wang-Landau algorithm for the ferromagnetic Ising 
model as a function of the dimension d. We find that the 
exponent z is a decreasing function of d. By using Monte 
Carlo simulations, we determine that 1.814, 0.743, and
0.438 for d=  1, 2, and 3, respectively (see Sec. 11 A). In the 
mean-field limit of infinite dimension we find that z=0 (up to 
logarithmic corrections) using Monte Carlo simulations and 
analytical methods (Sec. 11 B). To round out our examination 
of the single-spin flip algorithm, we also estimate z for the 
<7=10 and q=20  Potts model in d=  2 (see Sec. 11 C).

We then discuss two complementary approaches that 
overcome the slowing down of the single-spin flip flat- 
histogram algorithm. In Sec. Ill we demonstrate that flat- 
histogram MC simulations can be speeded up by changing 
the spin dynamics, that is, by using cluster updates instead of 
local updates. Alternatively, we apply the recently developed 
ensemble optimization technique [7] to change the simulated 
statistical ensemble and show that by sampling an optimized 
histogram instead of a flat histogram, the slowing down of 
the single-spin flip simulation also can be eliminated (Sec. 
IV). For the Ising model in one and two dimensions we find 
that both approaches result in optimal N2 scaling of the ran
dom walk up to logarithmic corrections.

II. PERFORMANCE OF FLAT-HISTOGRAM 
ALGORITHMS WITH LOCAL UPDATES

In this section we study the performance of the single
spin flip flat-histogram algorithm by measuring the mean
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FIG, 1. Scaling of the mean first-passage time in the energy 
interval [-AT, +AT] for the flat-histogram random walker of the 
d= 1 Ising model. The dashed line corresponds to a power-law fit 
in the range 7 0 =s/V=s5 0 0 , which yields an exponent of 
"= 1.814 ±0.014.

first-passage time for the d=  1, 2, 3 and mean-field Ising 
models and the g-state Potts model in d = 2.

A. The mean first-passage times for the ising model in rf=l, 2, 
and 3

For the d=  \ Ising model, the mean first-passage time was 
calculated using the exact density of states and 50 000 MC 
measurements for each value of N. A power-law fit in the 
range 70=£iV=£500 gives j=1 .814 ± 0.014 as shown in Fig. 1. 
However, there is some curvature in the data which indicates 
a deviation from this power-law scaling and the effective 
value of z seems to increase as larger system sizes are taken 
into account. Thus we cannot eliminate the possibility that 
z=2.

A crude argument that z=s2 comes from considering the 
two lowest states of a spin chain. The ground state has all 
spins aligned, and the first excited state has a single mis
aligned domain bounded by two domain walls. The distance 
between the domain walls is typically the order of L, the 
linear dimension of the system. For single-spin flip dynamics 
the domain walls perform a random walk so that the typical

FIG, 2, Scaling of the mean first-passage time in the energy 
interval \ -2N , +2N\ for the flat-histogram random walker of the 
d= 2 Ising model. The + symbols are the Clark simulations; the X 
symbols refer to the ETH results. The dashed line corresponds to a 
power-law fit, which yields -=0.743±0.002,

FIG. 3. Scaling of the mean first-passage time in the energy 
interval [-3/V, +3/V] for the flat-histogram random walker of the 
d= 3 Ising model. The dashed line corresponds to a power-law fit 
for Ls*8, which yields -=0.438±0.010.

number of sweeps required to make the transition from the 
first excited state to the ground state scales as L2. If this 
diffusion time were to hold for all energies, the result would 
be z = 2. However, for higher energy states the domain wall 
diffusion time becomes smaller, so z = 2 is an upper bound 
for the d=  1 Ising model.

The exact density of states also was used for d = 2 [11], 
The combined results from Ref. [6] and this work are shown 
in Fig. 2 where each data point represents a total of 50 000 
measurements. A power-law fit of the exponent z tor
10 =£64 gives z = 0.743 ±0.002.

For the d=3  Ising model the exact Ising density of states 
cannot be calculated exactly, except for very small systems. 
We first used the Wang-Landau algorithm [1,2] to estimate 
the density of states. The criteria for the completion of each 
iteration in the determination of g(E) was that each energy 
be visited at least five times and that the variance of the 
histogram be less than 10% of the mean. Because g(E) is 
symmetric about E = 0, the calculated values for g(E) and 
g ( - E ) were averaged. For each value of N,g(E) was inde
pendently calculated ten times and then each g(E) was used 
to obtain r  by averaging over 5000 measurements. The re
sults for the first-passage time rw ere then averaged over ten

FIG. 4. Comparison of the distribution of first-passage times for 
the mean-field Ising model computed by iterating the master equa
tion (line) and by direct simulation (points) for N= 32. The master 
equation results were normalized to 50 000 MC estimates.
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FIG. 5. Scaling of the mean first-passage time in the magneti
zation interval [- N , +N] for the flat-histogram random walk of the 
mean-field Ising model. Note the linear scale on the y axis. The + 
symbol denotes the simulation results and X denotes results derived 
from the master equation. The dashed line corresponds to a loga
rithmic fit of the combined results for L 5* 50. The slope is found to 
be 0.977 ± 0.004.

independent runs. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and yield 
z=0 .438±0 .010 .

B. Mean-field Ising model

The results of Sec. I IA  indicate that the value of z de
creases with increasing dimension. This dependence suggests 
that it would be interesting to com pute r f o r  the Ising model 
in the mean-field limit. We consider the “infinite-range” Ising 
model for which every spin interacts with every other spin 
with an interaction strength proportional to I IN.  In this sys
tem  the energy E  and magnetization M  are simply related, 
and it is convenient to express the density of states in terms 
of the latter. For each value of N  we did 50 000 MC. m ea
surem ents of t  in the range 4=SiV=S 8000.

We also calculated r  from  a m aster equation. Because 
flipping a spin changes the m agnetization by ±2, the master 
equation takes the form  (suitably modified near the extremes 
o f M = ± N )

P ( M j  + I) = P ( M j )  + T(M + 2 ,M)P(M + 2,?)

-  [ T ( M, M + 2) + T ( M, M  -  2) ] P ( Mj )

+ T( M -  2 M ) P ( M  - 2 j ) ,  (2)

where P ( M  j )  is the probability that the system  has m agne
tization M  at time t and T ( M U M 2) is the probability of a 
transition from  a state with m agnetization A/, to one with 
M 2. The transition probabilities T  are products o f the prob
ability o f choosing a spin in the desired direction times the 
probability of accepting the flip. The latter is the Wang- 
Landau probability, W(M) , M 2), which is given by

W ( M h M 2) = min
g ( M  i) 
g { M2)

(3)

The probability o f choosing a spin in the desired direction is 
determ ined as follows. In a transition in which the m agneti
zation increases, a down spin must be chosen. The probabil
ity o f choosing a down spin is the num ber of down spins 
divided by the total num ber of spins

FIG. 6. Scaling of the mean first-passage time in the energy 
interval [-2iV,0] for the flat-histogram random walk of the d= 2, 
<2=10, and q = 20 Potts models. The dashed lines correspond 
to power-law fits for L5*8 and yield ;=0.786±0.010 and 
;=0.961±0.008 for the q= 10 and q = 20 Potts models, respectively.

N {(M) N - M  

N  ~ 2 N  '
(4a)

Similarly, in a transition in which the m agnetization de
creases, an up spin must be chosen. The probability is

N f M )  N +  M 

N  ~ 2 N  '

The transition probabilities can now be written as

(4b)

N A M + 2) 
? W  + 2,/V/) = —1— ----- W(M + 2, M) ,  (5a)

T ( M - 2 , M)--
NAM -  2)

N
W(M -  2 , M) ,

T(M ,M - 2 )  ■■
Nj(M)  

' N
W ( M , M -  2).

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

The W ang-Landau probability W ( M ] , M 2) can be sim pli
fied for this system  in the following way: The density of 
states in terms of the m agnetization is

g( M) ,
N

\N-
(6)

If  \M\ increases in the transition, that is, |A/! | <  |A/2|, 
then W ( M } , M 2)= I because the ratio of the density of states 
exceeds unity. If  \M\ decreases, there are two cases. For 
M < 0 ,  N^ increases by I and M  increases by 2, and we have
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W(M,M + 2) =
g{M) N + M  + 2

g(M + 2) / n  \  N - M
W+i

. (7a)

If M >  0, iVi decreases by I and M decreases by 2, and

g (^ )
g ( M - 2 )

\ N  — 1

N - M + 2 
' N + M  '

(7b)

Equations (3), (7a), and (7b) can be combined into the fol
lowing simple expression:

W(M,M ± 2) = min
N ± M  + 2 

’ iV+ |Â | _
(8)

To compute the mean first-passage time, we take the state 
with magnetization N  (the state with the highest magnetiza
tion) to be absorbing. The initial condition is

P(M, 0 ) :
I M = - N  

0 otherwise.
(9)

To compute r, we iterate Eq. (2) using Eqs. (5a)-(5d), (7a), 
and (7b) and compute AP(N,t),  the change in the value of 
P(N,t)  after each iteration t. The mean first-passage time is 
then given by

(10)

A comparison of the distribution of first-passage times 
calculated from the master equation and from a direct 
simulation is shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 5, the scaling 
of the mean first-passage time with N  is consistent with 
t/N 2~~]h N. The fit includes both the master equation and 
simulation results.

The logarithmic behavior of r  can be determined analyti
cally from the transition rates using the first-passage time 
methods described in Ref. [12]. Let t(m) be the mean first- 
passage time starting from magnetization m = M / N  and end
ing at the absorbing boundary m=  I with a reflecting bound
ary at m = - l .  We seek r= f(-I). The mean first-passage time 
satisfies

t(m) = [t(m -  Sm) + St]T__(m) + [t(m + Sm) + St]T±(m)

+ [t(m) +St]T0(m), (II)

where T^(m) = T(M ,M - 2), T+{m) = T{M , M + 2) are the tran
sition probabilities, T 0= \ - T _ - T +  is the waiting probability, 
Sm = 2 / N  is the magnetization step size, and St= I is the time 
unit for a step. Equation (II) can be cast in differential form 
by expanding t(m) to second order in Sm

1 + h (m )t’(m) +  f (m )t" (m ) = 0 , (12)

where

f(m) = (Sm2/2St)[T+(m) + 71(m)], (13)

and h(m) = (Sm/St)[T+(m)-T^(m)]. The absorbing boundary 
requires that

f( l)= 0 . (14)

At the reflecting boundary, the transition to the left vanishes, 
T J -1 )  = 0, and we have

t ( -  l) = [r(- 1 + Sm)+ St]T+( -  1)

+ [?(- 1) + <5f][l - 7 +(-  I)]. (15)

If we expand Eq. (15) to first order in Sm, we obtain the 
boundary condition

r ' ( - l ) :
Sm

(16)
2 /( -  1)

where f ( - l )  = (Sm2/2St)T+(m)
The flat-histogram feature of the Wang-Landau method 

means that the random walk satisfies the simple detailed bal
ance condition.

T+(m) = T j jn  + Sm), 

Tj jn)  = T+(m -  Sm).

(17a)

(17b)

We expand the detailed balance conditions to first order in 
Sm and find a relation between the coefficients in Eq. (12)

h(m) = f ’(m), 

with the result that Eq. (12) reduces to

1 + / '  (m)t’(m) +f(m)t"(m) = 0.

(18)

(19)

If we take into account the reflecting boundary condition, the 
solution to the differential equation is

t(m) '
P ' . t+ l  + a

J - 1 f(x)

+ Sm/2
~dx. (20)

where r= f (- l)  is the first-passage time we are seeking. We 
use the absorbing boundary condition to find that

f  x + l  + Si 

J -1 f(x)

+ Sm/2
~dx. (21 )

Because f(m)  is an even function, the first term in the inte
grand vanishes. We substitute Sm = 2 /N  and use Eq. (13) for 
f(m)  to obtain the leading behavior of r

t = 2  N 2
U x )

~dx. (22)

From Eqs. (4a), (4b), (5a)-(5d), and (8) we have that 
7o(m) = |m |-l/iV , which yields the desired result

t=  2 N2
L t

dm
■ N 2 los N. (23)

Note that the integral can be interpreted as the average wait
ing time and that this average is dominated by the two 
boundaries.
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C. Potts model

In Ref. [7] it was shown that the nonvanishing scaling 
exponent z quantifies the slowing down of the flat-histogram 
simulation near a critical point. Most strikingly, this slowing 
down can be observed as a suppression of the local diffusiv- 
ity of the flat-histogram random walker (see Sec. IV). The 
Ising model undergoes a second-order phase transition. 
Here we extend our analysis to first-order phase transitions 
as is observed in g-slale Potts models with q >  4 on a square 
lattice.

Because the exact density of states is not known for the 
ty-state Potts model, we follow the same procedure as for the 
Ising model in d = 3 making use of the Wang-Landau algo
rithm. Based on these estimates for the density of states, we 
measured the mean first-passage time as a function of the 
linear system size L as is illustrated in Fig. 6. For <7=10 we 
find that the exponent z is z=0.786±0.010, which is close to 
our result for the d = 2 Ising model, thereby showing the 
close proximity of this weak first-order phase transition to a 
continuous phase transition. For the q = 20 Potts model we 
find z=0.961 ±0.008, implying increasing slowing down as 
the strength of the first-order transition increases. We cannot 
rule out exponential slowing down for even larger values of 
q as was observed for multicanonical simulations of droplet 
condensation in the d = 2 Ising model [13],

Recently, an algorithm [14] was introduced that makes 
possible the calculation of the partition function for Potts 
models with arbitrary values of q. The algorithm relies on an 
efficient cluster algorithm [15] to measure the number of 
connected components in the corresponding Fortuin- 
Kasteleyn representation [16], For small values of q where 
the transition changes from second to first order, this algo
rithm can accurately estimate the density of states for signifi
cantly larger systems than the flat-histogram algorithms de
scribed here.

ITT. CHANGING THE DYNAMICS: CLUSTER UPDATES

In Sec. II we found that single-spin flip flat-histogram 
Monte Carlo simulations suffer from slowing down, that is, 
z > 0 , for the Ising model in t/= l, 2, and 3. The critical 
slowing down associated with single-spin flip algorithms 
near critical points in the canonical ensemble has been re
duced by the introduction of cluster algorithms such as the 
Swendsen-Wang [17] and the Wolff algorithms [18], In this 
section we follow a similar approach and combine efficient 
cluster updates with flat-histogram simulations.

In conventional cluster algorithms [17,18] that simulate 
the canonical ensemble, clusters of parallel spins are built up 
by adding aligned spins to the cluster with a probability 
pifi), which explicitly depends on the temperature (3=\IT.  
When simulating a broad-histogram ensemble in energy 
there is no explicit notion of temperature, and thus 
no straightforward analog of a cluster algorithm. Recently, 
Reynal and Diep suggested a solution of this problem 
by using an estimate of the microcanonical temperature 
(3(E)=dS(E)/dE [19],

A complementary approach is to sample a broad- 
histogram ensemble using an alternative representation of the

6 J—i---------- 1---------- 1---------- 1---------- 1—
32 64 128 256 512

FIG. 7. Scaling of the mean first-passage time applying cluster 
updates in the bond representation for the d= 1 Ising model. Note 
the linear scale of the v axis.

system’s partition function for which it is possible to genu
inely introduce cluster updates. An example is the multibon- 
dic method introduced by Janke and Kappler [5] and Carroll 
et al. [8], which uses the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation
[16] in the context of multicanonical sampling. Although the 
multibondic method performs local updates of the graph in 
the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation and cluster updates of 
the spin configurations, Yamaguchi and Kawashima were 
able to show that a global and rejection free update of the 
graph in the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation is possible
[20]. We will discuss methods based on graph representa
tions in Sec. Ill A.

The above methods can only be applied to Ising and Potts 
models. In Sec. Ill B we introduce a representation using 
multigraphs that allows cluster updates for continuous spin 
models in the context of broad-histogram ensembles.

In the following we assume that the Hamiltonian of the 
system has the form:

H[(T] = - ' 2 J hj[(Tj,(T:j], (24)
(ii)

where <x denotes the configuration of the system, the spin 
of site /, and the sum is over all bonds (ij) that define the 
lattice of the system.

A. Graph representation

We first review the cluster methods based on an additional 
graph variable and present results showing that z=0 for 
multibondic flat-histogram simulations of Ising models. In 
the spin representation the canonical partition function of the 
Ising-Potts model is given by Z=J.tTWtT(a), where the sum
mation is over all spin configurations, and the weight of a 
spin configuration is W,J(a)=e'~'l3Ĥ .

The g-slale Ising-Potts system also can be represented by 
a sum over all graphs w that can be embedded into the lat
tice. The partition function is then

Z = S f f » .  (25)
(O

The weight of a graph w is given by
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2 4 8 16 32 64
L

FIG. 8. Scaling of the mean first-passage time using cluster 
updates in the spin-bond representation of the d=2 Ising model. 
Note the linear scale of the v axis.

WM(to) = p nlw)( 1 (26)

where n(to) is the number of of bonds in the graph to,c(to) is 
the number of connected components (counting isolated 
sites), and nb is the total number of bonds in the lattice. 
Because the graph to can be viewed as a subgraph of the 
lattice, its bonds are sometimes referred to as “occupied 
bonds,” and the bond probability of the ferromagnetic Ising- 
Potts model with %[<x,-,cr/-] = <50...0.. is given by [16]

P((3)= l - e - P .  (27)

A third representation of the Ising-Potts model is the spin- 
bond representation, which is employed in the Swendsen- 
Wang algorithm [17]. In the spin-bond representation the 
system is characterized by both spins and bonds, with the 
requirement that a bond can be occupied only if it is satis
fied, that is, if the two spins connected by a bond in to have 
the same value. In this representation the partition function is

Z = ? , W rxJtT,to), (28)
cr,o)

and the weight is given by

Wq-m{ 0", to) = p nlM)( 1 -p)"i’-"taj)A(a,to), (29)

where A(cr, to)= 1 if all occupied bonds are satisfied and zero 
otherwise.

It is natural to introduce a density of states for each of the 
three representations: For the spin representation in terms of 
the energy E, we write

glT(E) = ^ J S(H[(r \ - E ) .  (30)
cr

For the bond representation in terms of the number of occu
pied bonds n and number of clusters c, we have

S'w(«-<’) = 2 S(n(to) -n)S(c(to) -c) .  (31)
O)

And for the spin-bond representation in terms of the number 
of occupied bonds n, we write

1 1 

d =  2 Ising model
i 1

single spin updates
I

- =o?.......... ..........................si*"

........................... &................
cluster updates

...... H

4 8 16
L = N 1/2

32

FIG. 9. Scaling of the mean first-passage time for the d=2 Ising 
model using the simple high temperature representation with single 
spin updates (•) and using the spin-multigraph representation with 
Swendsen-Wang cluster updates (□). The lines are drawn as a guide 
to the eye.

gmi(n) = 2  S(n(to)-n)A(a,to).  (32)
0),(T

The corresponding forms of the partition function are

Z = 2 (spin) (33)
E

Z = 2  k’,uj(n’c)p”( 1 ~~p)"b~nqc (bond) (34)
n,c.

Z = 2 iVw(H)p"( 1 -  p)"b~" ■ (spin bond) (35)
n

The Wang-Landau algorithm can be applied in all three rep
resentations. As discussed in Sec. II, the spin representation 
has a relatively large value of z.

The bond representation generally requires a two
dimensional histogram, but for the d=  1 Ising-Potts model, 
the number of clusters c is completely determined by the 
number of occupied bonds n and a one-dimensional histo
gram is sufficient. We simulated the d = l  Ising model in the 
bond representation and found that the mean first-passage 
time scales as A^log L, as shown in Fig. 7. It is noteworthy 
that the domain wall arguments used to explain the large 
value of z in one dimension do not apply in the bond repre
sentation.

In higher dimensions n does not determine c, and it is 
simpler to use the spin-bond representation. The resulting 
multibondic algorithm [20] is very similar to the Swendsen- 
Wang algorithm, and can be summarized as follows:

(1) Choose a bond at random.
(2) If the bond is satisfied and occupied (unoccupied), 

make it unoccupied (occupied) with probability 
mm{-Su><An)lSu><An') ̂  1]> where n and n' are the number of 
occupied bonds before and after the change, respectively. 
Update the observables.

(3) If the bond is unsatisfied, the system stays in its origi
nal state and the observables are updated.
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12

1 1 
d = 1 XY model

l l

single spin updates /

i
y ' l

i

J -

_ X cluster updates

. i t
I i i i \
4 8 16 32 64

L = N

FIG. 10. Scaling of the mean first-passage time to reach a low 
energy state for the d= 1 XY model using single spin updates (•) and 
Swendsen-Wang cluster updates (□) in the spin multigraph repre
sentation. Lines are drawn as a guide to the eye.

(4) After one sweep of the lattice, identify clusters (con
nected components) and assign spin values to them with 
equal probability.

The algorithm is ergodic and satisfies detailed balance. 
The ergodicity is obvious from the fact that the Swendsen- 
Wang algorithm is ergodic. In general, the detailed balance 
relation can be written as

7r(cr, o ) ) p ( a  ^  a ' \ ( t ) ) p ( ( i )  ^  t o ' | c r ' )

=  7T(a',(t)')p((i)' —> a)\a')p(a ' —> cr |to) ,

(36)

where 7r(cr,to) is the equilibrium probability of microstate 
(cr, to), and />(cr—>cr'|ti>) is the transition probability from cr 
to cr' given that the bond configuration is fixed at to.

The algorithm is designed to sample the distribution,

7r(cr, to) :
1

A(cr,to). (37)
(» b  + 1 )‘,',™(»(to))

The transition probability of a spin flip is

p( c r^c r'|to ) = ^yA (cr,to ),

and the transition probability of a bond change (to' =h to) is 
given by

(38)

p( to- 'M  1 • a) \ cr) = —mm
nb

g,TO(»(to))
-5<7W(«(to'))

,1 (39)

because the probability of choosing a bond to change is 1 /nb, 
and the probability of accepting the change is 
min[j,'(TW(??(to))/(,'(TW(??(to')), 1], It is easy to verify that the 
detailed balance relation Eq. (36) is satisfied.

We have applied this algorithm to the d = 2 Ising model 
and measured the mean first-passage time, which also scales 
as iV2logL, as shown in Fig. 8. At least 1CP first-passage 
times were measured for each value of L.

B. Spin-multigraph representation

We now consider a representation of the partition function 
that can be used to implement cluster updates in flat-

. 1 1 1 1 1 .
_ 1

1- & 0.1 - s s7 o.oi : -
:0.01 0.1 ■ (E-Eq/N _

1 1 1 i i
L = N

FIG. 11. Scaling of the mean first-passage time of the optimized 
ensemble for the d= 1 Ising model using Metropolis updates. The 
solid line corresponds to a power-law fit with exponent 
0.972±0.002. The inset shows the optimized histogram /?„.(£), 
which exhibits a power-law divergence [ (E -E q )/^ ]1'30.

histogram simulations of continuous spin models such as 
O(n) models. Like the spin-bond representation, it has a con
figuration and a graph variable. In contrast to the spin-bond 
representation, the graph is a multigraph and can therefore 
have multiple bonds between two vertices. Before introduc
ing this representation, we briefly review how a simple high- 
temperature series representation can be sampled in a flat- 
histogram simulation.

We write the partition function as a series in the inverse 
temperature /3

Z = 2 ^ ( « ) /3 " ,
n

with a corresponding density of states given by 

g p M  = 2 j ------ :— •

(40)

(41)

If //[cr] 0, then the weight of a configuration-order pair

(-//[cr])"
Wfi(a,n): (42)

is always positive, and we can perform a flat-histogram 
simulation in the extended phase space (cr,??) using crand n 
updates. If the cr and n updates are performed independently 
of each other, an update « —>«' (for example « '= « ± 1 ) is 
accepted with probability

( - / / M )
, n\ crJn)n -n___ ap\ ? ^

£/?(«')
(43)

A configuration update c r^ c r ' (for example, the change of 
the configuration of a single site cr,-—><t-) at fixed n is ac
cepted with probability

' Hjcr' f  

\ //[cr] /
,1 (44)

In a practical computation n is truncated at some cutoff A, 
restricting the largest inverse temperature that can be reached
to A™*- A [211-
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Because the weight of a configuration as defined in Eq. 
(42) is not a product of bond weights on the lattice, the (a , n ) 
representation cannot be directly used to implement cluster 
updates. To obtain such a representation, we start from

( i f )

(45)

and expand each exponential term in (3 with a separate inte
ger variable o)t/-

(46)

We identify each set of on the lattice with a multigraph 
a; that has Wjj bonds between sites i and j .  If we write 
n(w)=2wy for the total number of bonds in the multigraph 
(t),gp(n) as defined in Eq. (41) is given by

gp(n) = 2  S(n(w) -  n)XI h'Ĵ 7'’ ̂  . (47)
cr. fJ ( i j > w i j '

where the sum is over all spin configurations a  and all mul
tigraphs a; on the lattice. The corresponding partition func
tion is given by Eq. (40), and the weight of a configuration- 
multigraph pair is given by

Wp((J,M) = I I  Wjjid^CTpOJjj), (48)
<>./>

where W;y(crl-,cr/-,a>;/0=/i;/[cr;,cr/Jw‘V/a>;/-! is the weight of the 
bond (ij) in the lattice. The energies in the system have to be 
shifted so that hj[ (rh (Tj\'Sz0 to ensure that all weights are 
positive. Again two types of updates, one in the multigraph «  
and one in the configuration a  are needed. Before discussing 
them in detail, we mention some differences of the spin- 
multigraph representation compared to the representations 
used in Sec. Ill A. In the spin-multigraph representation we 
cannot, in general, integrate explicitly over all configurations 
to obtain a multigraph-only representation similar to the 
bond representation except for Ising or Potts models. It also 
is not possible to apply the global graph update of Yamagu
chi and Kawashima [20] to the multigraph so that local up
dates have to be used. Finally, the representation can be 
viewed as the classical limit of the stochastic series expan
sion method for quantum systems [22], The order of the 
operators in the operator string used in the series expansion 
method is unimportant for a classical system, so that one 
only has to count how often an operator /?I/[(XI-,(X /]  occurs

If we use a flat-histogram algorithm in order n, a multi
graph update w ^ a ) ' (as before a>’jj=a>jj±\ for one randomly 
chosen bond (ij) is a good choice) will be accepted with 
probability

T T  W i t < T h < T

_ g p { n { w ' ) )  {jj) V V j/o - .o - .M y K
(49)

Because the weight of a spin-multigraph configuration is a 
product of bond weights, a cluster update scheme such as the 
Swendsen-Wang [17] or Wolff algorithm [18] can be used to 
update the spin configuration. After choosing a flip operation

FIG. 12. Scaling of the mean tirst-passagc time of the optimized 
ensemble for the d= 1 Ising model using N-fold way updates (note 
the linear scalc on the v axis). The solid line corresponds to a 
logarithmic tit. The inset shows the optimized histogram >iw(E).

for the spins, the only difference with the canonical cluster 
algorithms is the probability of adding a site to a Swendsen- 
Wang cluster: If Wu is the weight if either none or both sites 
are flipped and Wu the weight after a flip of one of the sites 
[note that this requires Wjj(ah aj) = Wjjia'j .cr') and 
W j j i a ' j  , (Tj )  = W j j i o - j . o - ' j ) ] ,  the probability of adding a site to a 
cluster is given by

1 -  min Wu
Wi/

L,\ (50)

For the canonical ensemble simulation of the Ising model 
with W(t, T ,ft) = e,i and W(f, J. ,/3) = 1, Eq. (50) reduces to 
the well-known 1 -e~& for parallel spins as discussed earlier. 
In the spin-multigraph representation the probability to add a 
site to a cluster is

1 -  min
' hjl<Th<T'X

.  V h j j [ ( T j , ( T j ]  J

,1 (51)

Thus only sites that are connected by at least one bond of the 
multigraph can be added to the cluster. For the Ising model 
with ^//[o’l-,cr/-] = (?0.._0.., the weight of a configuration (<r,a>) as 
defined in Eq. (48) is

m(oj)

n
aj)

wij-
(52)

where A(cr,a>) = 1 if all bonds in the multigraph «  are satis
fied and 0 otherwise, and / ’connect simplifies to 1 if two sites 
are connected by one or more bonds in the multi graph and to 
0 if they are not. O(n) models can be simulated by perform
ing the spin update with respect to a mirror plane that is 
randomly chosen for one cluster update [18].

In a local update scheme, a configuration update a ^ a '  at 
fixed a; will be accepted with probability

: min ,1 (53)

We have applied a flat-histogram sampling of this repre
sentation to the d= 2 Ising model with periodic boundary
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conditions and to the d=  1 XY model with open boundary 
conditions. To compare the effectiveness of the cluster up
dates to the single-spin flip updates, we measure the mean 
first-passage time Tsp;n from a random state u  at n = 0, which 
is equivalent to o)(; = 0 for all (ij), to an ordered state. For the 
Ising model this state is chosen to be the ground state and for 
the d=  1 model any state that is within 2.5% of the width of 
the spectrum to the ground state. We perform a fixed ratio of 
spin to multigraph updates and measure the mean first- 
passage time in spin updates for different ratios of spin to 
multigraph updates. The time Tsp;„ converges to a fixed num
ber with an increasing fraction of multigraph updates, and 
for sufficiently many multigraph updates we can assume the 
multigraph is equilibrated for a particular configuration. The 
cutoff A is chosen so that the average n for which the ground 
state is reached is much smaller than A.

Figure 9 shows the scaling of rspin for the d = 2 Ising 
model for single-spin flips in the simple representation of Eq. 
(42) and for Swendsen-Wang cluster updates in the spin- 
multigraph representation. The single-spin flip updates show 
a power-law behavior with z=0.85±0.06, while the cluster 
updates can be fitted by a logarithm or a power law with 
z=0.10±0.02. Figure 10 shows the scaling of Tsp;„ for the 
d=  1 XY model using single spin updates and Swendsen- 
Wang cluster updates in the spin-multigraph representation.

IV. CHANGING THE ENSEMBLE: OPTIMIZING THE 
SAMPLED HISTOGRAM

An alternative to changing the dynamics from local to 
cluster updates for flat-histogram sampling is to optimize the 
simulated statistical ensemble and retain local spin-flip up
dates. When simulating a flat-histogram ensemble, the ran
dom walker is slowed down close to a critical point, which is 
reflected in the suppressed local diffusivity. To overcome this 
slowing down, we can use this information and define a new 
statistical ensemble w(E) by feeding back the local diffusiv
ity D(E) [7], After the feedback additional weight is shifted 
toward the critical point. The histogram is no longer flat, but 
exhibits a peak at the critical energy, that is, resources in the 
form of local updates are shifted toward the critical point. 
Ultimately, this feedback procedure results in an optimal his
togram nw(E) that is proportional to the inverse of the square 
root of the local diffusivity D(E)

For the d=2  Ising model it was shown in Ref. [7] that the 
mean first-passage time scales as t ^-(NIn N)2 for the opti
mized ensemble and satisfies the scaling of an unbiased Mar
kovian random walk up to logarithmic corrections. It also 
was found that the distribution of statistical errors in the 
calculated density of states g(E) = nw(E)/w(E) is uniformly 
distributed in energy, in contrast to calculations based on 
flat-histogram sampling.

Here we show results for the optimized ensemble of 
the d=  1 Ising model for both Metropolis and iV-fold 
way updates [23]. For single-spin flip Metropolis updates, 
we find that the histogram is shifted toward the ground-state 
energy EQ= - N  and follows a power-law divergence, 
nw(£ )x [(£ -  £o)/^J l'30±0'01 (see the inset of Fig. 11). How
ever, the mean first-passage time of the random walk in the 
energy interval [-iV,0] still exhibits a power-law slowdown 
with z=0.972±0.002 as illustrated in the main panel of Fig.
11. This remaining slowdown may originate from the slow 
dynamics that occur whenever two domain walls reside on 
neighboring bonds, and a spin flip of the intermediate spin is 
suggested with a probability of 11N. This argument suggests 
that changing the dynamics from simple Metropolis updates 
to iV-fold way updates would strongly increase the probabil
ity of annihilating two neighboring domain walls.

We optimized the ensemble for iV-fold way updates and 
found that the mean first-passage time is further reduced and 
scales as t^-(N ]n N)2 as shown in Fig. 12. This scaling be
havior corresponds to the results for the optimized ensemble 
for the d= 2 Ising model [7], However, for the d= 2 model 
the optimized ensembles for both Metropolis and iV-fold way 
updates resulted in the same scaling behavior with 
Ta  (N In N)2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the performance of flat-histogram simu
lations for Ising models in different dimensions. By measur
ing the mean first-passage time of a random walk in energy 
space, we find that flat-histogram simulations exhibit slow
ing down in one, two, and three dimensions with an expo
nent z > 0  that decreases as a function of the spatial dimen
sion d. For the infinite range Ising model the slowdown 
vanishes (up to logarithmic corrections).

We demonstrated that the slowing down of the flat- 
histogram simulations can be overcome by either introducing 
cluster updates in connection with flat-histogram sampling or 
by optimizing the simulated broad-histogram ensemble and 
keeping local updates. In order to apply cluster updates to 
continuous spin models in connection with broad-histogram 
simulations, we introduced a spin-multigraph-based repre
sentation. The broad-histogram simulations that take advan
tage of either cluster updates or an optimized statistical en
semble do not suffer from slowing down. The scaling of the 
mean first-passage time for these simulations is reduced to 
that of an unbiased Markovian random walk and therefore is 
optimal.
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